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ABSTRACT

A review is presented of various electrochemical potentials, including the electrochemical corrosion
potential, ECP, and the redox potential (Emdo)j that are used in describing corrosion processes that occur in
aqueous systems and for controlling and mitigating stress corrosion cracking in the primary coolant circuits of
nuclear power reactors (primarily BWRs). Aention is paid to carefully defining each potential in terms of
fundamental electrochemical concepts, so as to counter the confusion that has arisen amongst practitioners and
theorists alike, 'due to the misuse of previously accepted terminology. A brief discussion is also included of
reference electrodes and it is shown that the use of a platinum redox sensor as a reference electrode in the
monitoring of ECP in BWR primary coolant circuits is inappropriate unless it is demonstrated to yield a potential that
is invariant with changes in the composition of the medium. Data from laboratory experiments in simulated BWR
coolant and model calculations argue that the potential of the Pt redox sensor is not invariant with respect to
composition under the conditions that exist in BWR pressure vessels and hence the use of a Pt sensor as a
reference electrode is inappropriate.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past twenty years, researchers and power plant operators, alike, have come to realize that
corrosion damage in coolant circuits, including most, if not all, forms of general corrosion and localized corrosion,
including pitting, stress corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue, erosion-corrosion, hydrogen-induced cracking, and
crevice corrosion, are primarily electrochemical phenomena that involve charge transfer at interfaces. As with any
electrochemical charge transfer process, the rate at which charge transfer occurs (the current and hence the rate of
accumulation of damage) depends upon the voltage that exists across the metallenvironment interface. This
potential, when measured under free corrosion conditions with respect to a suitable reference electrode, is referred
to as the electrochemical corrosion potential (ECIP). The reason why the ECP (in fact all potentials in
electrochemistry and corrosion science) are measured with respect to a reference electrode is simply that all
voltage-measuring instruments measure potential differences and not absolute potential. Indeed, considerable
debate has taken place over the last century as to the possibility of measuring single electrode potentials
referenced to the vacuum level, and it is generally concluded that such measurements are physically impossible,
although it is possible to convert measured potentials to this scale by making extra thermodynamic assumptions.
Regardless, for power plant applications the ECP must be measured using an appropriate reference electrode.

Although ECP measurements have been made in out-reactor and in-reactor loops since the late 1960s,
and have been performed in reactor coolant circuits for more than a decade, considerable confusion exists
concerning the exact meaning of the measured quantity and with regard to the information that it contains. Part of
the problem is educational in nature, in that few researchers in the field have a background in electrochemistry and
few departments of nuclear or mechanical engineering include electrochemistry or even corrosion science in their
curricula. Accordingly, it is not uncommon to find frequent misuse of the terminology and concepts, with the result
that much of the useful information is lost or incorrectly interpreted. One of the goals of this paper is to carefully
define the various potentials encountered in corrosion science and electrochemistry, so that the confusion that now
arises may be minimized.



Table 1. Definitions of various "potentials" encountered in corrosion science and engineering, particularly in
thermal power plant technology.

Term. Common Usage in Power Plant Electrochemical Definition.
Technology.

Potential Potential measured against a reference Reversible work done in bringing a unit
electrode. positive charge from a field free point at

infinity to the point of interest.
Electrochemical Corrosion potential or practical redox Potential of an indicator electrode measured
Potential potential. against a reference electrode regardless of

the nature of the potential determining
reactions.

Equilibrium Potential of an electrochemical cell at Potential of an electrochemical cell at
Potential equilibrium. equilibrium as measured or calculated from

the Nernst equation.
Standard Hydrogen Zero scale for electrochemical potential. Potential of a hypothetical hydrogen electrode
Electrode Potential (H2/H') having unit activity of H' and unit

fugacity of H2. The potential of the SHE
(standard hydrogen electrode) is arbitrarily
assigned a value of V at 25 C. The
potential at any other temperature depends
upon the standard state convention employed
for the partial moral Gibbs energy.

Reference Potential Reference electrode potential. Potential on the standard hydrogen electrode
scale adopted by a reference electrode at
equilibrium that is invariant or variant in a
known manner to changes in the independent
variables of the system.

Mixed Potential Not commonly used. Potential of a metal or semiconductor
observed in a non-equilibrium system
containing two or more charge transfer
reactions, measured against a suitable
reference electrode using a voltmeter having
effectively infinite input impedance.

Redox Potential Corrosion potential. or equilibrium potential. Potential observed at an inert metal electrode
In fossil plants this quantity is sometimes sensing redox reactions with infinite
referred to as the Oxidation-Reduction exchange current densities. When more than
Potential ORP). one redox reaction is present, the redox

potential is a particular example of a mixed
potential.

Corrosion Potential Open circuit potential (CCP), electrochemical Potential of a metal or semiconductor that is
corrosion potential (ECP). itself participating directly in the charge

transfer reaction, measured against a suitable
reference electrode using a voltmeter having
effectively infinite input impedance. A
particular example of a mixed potential.

"Open Circuit" Potential measured with respect to a Potential measured with respect to a
Potential reference electrode using a voltmeter having reference electrode using a voltmeter having

an effectively infinite input impedance. infinite input impedance.
Critical Potential. Critical potential. Calculated or measured potential that marks

the upper or lower boundary of a particular
phenomenon, measured against a suitable
reference electrode using a voltmeter having

I effectively infinite input impedance

Because all potentials are measured with respect to a reference electrode, it is convenient to begin this
analysis with a brief discussion of reference electrodes, because, in the author's opinion, there is no greater source
of error in plant ECP measurements than the viability of the reference electrode.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTIALS

The various potentials that are encountered in corrosion science and electrochemistry are summarized in
Table 1, beginning with the definition of the term "potential". As noted above, all other "potentials" listed in Table 
are, in fact potential differences, corresponding to the difference in potential of an indicator electrode with respect to
a reference electrode. The term "electrochemical potential" is not to be confused with the quantity with the same
name in electrochemical thermodynamics, orresponding to the sum of the chemical potential (partial molal Gibbs
energy) and the electrical work term. The "electrochemical potentials" referred to here are voltages with units of
volts, whereas the electrochemical thermodynamic quantity is a specific energy having units of J/mol.

STANDARD HYDROGEN ELECTRODE SCALE

The Standard Hydrogen Electrode scale was adopted in 1960 at the Stockholm Convention (sponsored by
IUPAC) as the "absolute" scale for electrochemical potential. Briefly, the scale is based upon the hypothetical
standard hydrogen electrode, whose half-cell reaction is written in accordance with the Stockholm convention as

H+ + e �t* I/ 2H2 (1)

in which the activity of H (a H+ ) and the fugacity of H2 (fH, ) are unity. Thus, according to the Nernst equation

e 1/2
E =EO-(2.303RT1F)1og(f�, la H+ (2)

the 'equilibrium potential Ee = E. However, the standard potential, -AGOIF and, since for the cell SHE/SHE,

AGO= (a H+'fH, = 1), the equilibrium potential for the hypothetical Reaction (1) is zero.

Consider now that we wish to calculate the equilibrium potential for the couple CU2+/CU on the SHE scale.

According to the Stockholm Convention, the half cell reaction is written as CU 2 + 2e- # Cu, which when
combined with the half cell reaction for the SHE, such that the electrons are eliminated (a requirement of the
conservation of charge), yields the reaction for the cell SHE I CU2+lCu as CU 2 + H 2 �#> Cu + 2H+. The standard

potential is, therefore, E = -GO / 2F , where AGO = pu + 2 + -,uo - 0 Because H and H2 are inC H Cul+ JUH2 

their standard states (they are associated with the SHE), their chemical potentials are zero, as is the chemical
potential for Cu in its most stable state. Accordingly, the standard potential is readily calculated from the standard

chemical potential of Cu2+. The equilibrium potential then becomes E e = E + (2.303RT12F) Iog(acu�+

REFERENCE ELECTRODES

In a general sense, a reference electrode is any electrode that provides a potential that is invariant with
respect to anticipated changes in the composition of the system or at least one whose potential displays a known
dependence on composition. This topic has been extensively reviewed 12], so that only specific aspects of the
subject will be discussed here.

While there is no dogmatic requirement that a reference electrode be an equilibrium system, experience
shows that the state of equilibrium in a suitable system is much more reproducible than a non-equilibrium state. It
is for this reason that the great majority of reference electrodes are equilibrium, or at least quasi-equilibrium,
systems. However, there are some non-equilibrium systems that can be used as pseudo-reference electrodes in
particular environments, with the admonishment that the potential must be invariant to anticipated changes in the
composition of the system or must vary in a known manner. An important difference between equilibrium and
pseudo reference electrodes is that the potential of the former is easily placed on the standard hydrogen electrode
(SHE) scale, whereas it is much more difficult to place the potential of a pseudo reference electrode on the same
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scale (this can be done using the Mixed Potential Model 3 if the required kinetic data for the electrode reactions
are known.).

EQUILIBRIUM REFERENCE ELECTRODES

Equilibrium reference electrodes are electrodes that are at electrochemical equilibrium under the prevailing
conditions and hence whose potential may be calculated on the SHE scale using the Nernst equation, provided that
the chemical potentials of all of the components involved in the cell reaction are known. Briefly, EREs are of three
types: electrodes of the first, second, and third kinds.

Electrodes of the first kind are redox systems, typified by Fe 2-IFe 3* and H21W, in which the metal electrode
(commonly Pt) serves only as a charge transfer surface. However, for the practical reason of maintaining the
system in equilibrium, the exchange current density should be high (hence the use of platinum). Furthermore, it is
necessary to maintain fixed activities of the components in contact with the charge transfer surface; if this is not
done, the potential will vary with changes in composition, and the electrode will cease to be a viable reference
electrode. For example, in the case of the H21H+ electrode, the activity of H must be maintained constant by using
a pH buffer in the reference compartment and the fugacity of H2 must be fixed by saturating the reference solution
with gaseous hydrogen at a fixed pressure. By-and-large, the difficulty in maintaining fixed activities of the
components renders electrodes of the first kind impractical for many applications and hence they are not widely
employed.

Electrodes of the second kind employ the metal electrode as one of the reaction components. A typical
example is the CUICU2+ electrode, which is used extensively in the cathodic protection industry in the form of the
copper/copper sulfate electrode. In this case, the solubility of copper sulfate is sufficiently low that the activity of
Cu` can be fixed at a given temperature by employing a saturated copper sulfate solution in the reference
compartment. The half-cell reaction for this case can be written as

CU2+ + 2e = Cu (3)

yielding the equilibrium potential as

E = E + (2.303RT12F)Iog(ac"��) (4)

Because the reference solution is saturated in copper sulfate, we may write

2
KSP = ac,,2+ aSO2- = ac�,2� (5)

4

from which is obtained

E = E + (2.303RT / 4F) log(Ksp) (6)

where K is the solubility product Of CUS04. Equation 6 predicts that provided the reference solution is

maintained saturated with respect to CUS04, the reference potential versus SHE is fixed at a given temperature.

The final type of ERE is that of the third kind and has proven to be the most practical for accurate
electrochemical work, for the reasons that are outlined below. These electrodes involve equilibrium between a
metal and a sparingly soluble salt in contact with a solution containing the anion of the salt at a fixed activity. The
classical example of an electrode of the third kind is the silver/silver chloride electrode, which is represented in the
Stockholm Convention as Ag1AgC11KC1(m), where m indicates the molality of the KCI solution that is used to fix the
activity of the chloride ion. The half-cell reaction is written as

AgC1 + e = Ag + Cr (7)
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from which the Nernst equation is written as

E = E - 2.303RT / F) log(acd (8)

where the activity of chloride ion can be written as acl- = y.,m with y, being the mean molal activity coefficient of

the dissolved salt in the reference compartment. Because of its ability to suppress the isothermal liquid junction
potential, the salt that is commonly chosen for use in electrodes of this type is KC1. As with the CUICUS04 electrode
discussed above, it is necessary to maintain a fixed activity of cr (in the present case) in the reference
compartment, in the presence of diffusion across the liquid junction between the reference compartment and the
external solution. Because diffusion occurs at a finite rate, the activity of chloride ion changes with time (unless the
activities are the same in both the reference compartment and the external solution), resulting in a slow drift of the
potential with time. This problem is easily solved by maintaining a saturated chloride solution in the reference
compartment, in which case the chloride ion activity remains fixed at a given temperature and pressure provided
that solid salt remains in contact with the reference solution. Thus, for the specific case of AglAgOIKU(sat), the
Nernst equation becomes

E = E - 2.303RTI 2F) log(Ks,) (9)

where K is the solubility product of KCI at the corresponding temperature. The theory outlined above is the

basis for calculating equilibrium cell potentials over wide ranges of conditions, including temperatures into the super
critical region (T > 374 C) and at very high pressures (P > 000 b) 4].

For high temperature use, equilibrium reference electrodes exist in two forms: (1) Internal electrodes, in
which the electroactive element [e.g., AglAgCl, KCI(sat)] exists at the temperature of the system [5], and 2)
external pressure balanced reference electrodes (EPBRE 6 where the electroactive element exists at ambient
temperature with a non-equilibrium (non-isothermal) electrolyte bridge leading to the high temperature zone. In this
latter case, there exists a thermal diffusion potential (Soret diffusion potential), due to coupling between mass flux
(diffusion) and heat flow across the bridge 6 The thermal diffusion potential may amount to a significant value
(tens or perhaps hundreds of millivolts), depending upon the system. Thermal diffusion results in the transport of
the electrolyte to the cold end of the junction, thereby gradually changing the concentration of the potential
determining ion (cr in the case of AglAgCo adjacent to the electroactive element (AglAgQ. Because thermal
diffusion is very slow, the potential of the electrode drifts with time as the concentration of the potential determining
ion in the vicinity of the electroactive element changes and as the thermal diffusion potential itself (potential
difference along the bridge) evolves. For this reason, the original EPBRE was designed to operate in the Soret
initial state, by preventing the establishment of a concentration gradient along the non-electrolyte bridge 6.
EPBREs have now been used at temperatures above the critical temperature 374 C) with considerable success
[4], but they require a high level of scientific skill and hence are possibly not ideal for plant monitoring purposes.

In both cases, the electroactive element is contained within an inner compartment with electrolytic
communication with the outside environment being affected by an isothermal liquid junction. Because the inner and
outer solutions generally are of different compositions, there exists an isothermal diffusion potential (isothermal
liquid junction potential, ITUP) across the junction that arises, because of the different rates of diffusion of ions.
Fortunately, the isothermal diffusion potential can be suppressed by using a high concentration of a suitable
electrolyte, such as KC1, in which the cation ) and anion (cr) have nearly the same transport numbers. In any
event, the ITUP is readily estimated using the Henderson equation 7].

REDOX REFERENCE ELECTRODES

An unfortunate trend has developed in using platinum as a pseudo reference electrode for monitoring ECP
in non-equilibrium reactor coolant environments. This has been done, because of the difficulty in employing
conventional reference electrodes [e.g., AglAgCl, KCI(sat)] to measure potentials of components within reactor
pressure vessels, particularly in the case of BWRs where highly oxidizing conditions may exist. However, the
platinum electrode is a redox indicator electrode, whose potential depends upon the (non-equilibrium) composition
of the system. Thus, in a BWR, where the concentrations of the principal redox species 02, H202, H2) can vary
over wide ranges, particularly in the core and even under hydrogen water chemistry conditions, the potential of the
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Pt electrode is not invariant with system composition and hence its use as a reference electrodes violates the most
basic requirement of a viable reference system. This problem is illustrated by the data shown in Figures and 2,
where measured and calculated potentials of a Pt electrode are plotted as a function of the ratio of H2 to 02 in the
system. The experimentally determined potentials were measured against an external pressure balanced
reference electrode (EPBRE). The data show that the redox potential, as monitored by the Pt indicator electrode,
and as calculated with the mixed potential model, is extremely sensitive to the molar ratio of H t 02 within the

range 0.0 < mH /MO, <1, which is precisely the range that exists within a BWR primary circuit, even under

hydrogen water chemistry conditions, where hydrogen is added to the feed water to suppress the ECP. The lower
end of this range exists within the boiling regions in the core, where hydrogen is preferentially stripped from the
water. In the non-boiling regions, the molar ratio is determined primarily by the amount of added hydrogen and the
extent to which hydrogen has recombined with the oxidizing species, principally 02 and H202. Experimentally, it is
found (Figure 2 that the potential of platinum changes more rapidly and over a greater range than does the ECP of
Type 304 SS as the ratio of hydrogen to oxygen in the medium changes.

Note that (Figure 2 when the ECP of the stainless steel is displaced below a certain value (- 0.48 Vshe),

load relaxation ceases indicating crack arrest, but when the ECP is subsequently displaced above this value load
relaxation occurs again, corresponding to reactivation of the crack. The potential at which the crack is arrested
0.48 V,) is the critical potential for IGSCC crack propagation, in this particular system.

It is evident from the data presented in Figures and 2 that the potential of a platinum indicator electrode is
a strong function of the molar ratio of hydrogen to oxygen in the system over a range of this parameter that is
relevant to BWR operation under both normal water chemistry and hydrogen water chemistry protocols. Thus, the
use of platinum as a reference electrode for monitoring ECP in BWR coolant circuits violates the most basic
requirements of a viable reference system and the hence the data so obtained are of little probative value.

A second myth that needs to be dispelled is that, in order for the redox potential or the ECP to be displaced
in the negative direction under HWC conditions, it is necessary for the added hydrogen to react with the principal
oxidizing species 02, H202)- While recombination may occur, particularly in high n- and y-dose rate regions,
simulation shows that reaction between hydrogen and oxidizing species is not a necessary condition for HWC to be
effective. This subtle point is important, because while recombination is catalyzed by ionizing radiation, many
regions of a BWR primary circuit are characterized by low dose rates.
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MIXED POTENTIALS

The potential produced by any indicator electrode that is not at electrochemical equilibrium, when
measured against a suitable reference electrode, is referred to as a "mixed potential" (see Table 1). These
potentials include the redox potential and the corrosion potential that are commonly encountered in
electrochemistry and corrosion science (Figures and 2 As noted above, a mixed potential arises from a system
that is not at electrochemical equilibrium and hence from one that evolves with time. In terms of the partial
reactions, the reverse reaction (as required for charge conservation) is not simply the reverse of the forward partial
reaction, but is an entirely different reaction. Thus, for a system at equilibrium, for example Cu/Cu2+, the reaction
in the forward direction, CU21 + 2e_ -� Cu is simply the reverse of the reaction in the reverse direction, namely

Cu- ---> Cu" + 2e-. These two reactions are said to be conjugate. On the other hand, in the corrosion of iron in

an acid, the forward reaction, Fe ---> Fe 21 + 2e-, is not the reverse of the reverse reaction, 2H' + 2e- ---> H2'

Accordingly, these two reactions are not conjugate.

REDOX POTENTIAL

The redox potential, which is referred to as the oxidation/reduction potential (ORIP) by workers in fossil
fueled thermal power plant technology, is becoming an important parameter in describing the electrochemical state
of the heat transport circuit. At the outset, the choice of the name is unfortunate, in that the term "redox potential" is
already firmly established in electrochemistry, corrosion science, and geochemistry for the same quantity and
hence the use of another name simply compounds the already-existing confusion as to exactly what it means.
Furthermore, the term "oxidation-reduction" implies that it is the reverse of the "reduction-oxidation" potential that
has been firmly entrenched within the Stockholm Conventioh for more than forty years, and any attempt to revert to
the old, oxidation potential convention should be vigorously opposed. Accordingly, the author strongly recommends
that the term "redox potential" be employed to describe the quantity that is defined below, so as to avoid confusion
with existing terminology.

The redox potential is defined as the potential that is measured at an inert indicator electrode (e.g.,
platinum) in contact with a solution containing electrochemically active, redox species. Generally, the system is not
at equilibrium and commonly the redox species are not conjugate, as defined above. Indeed, complex aqueous

3+systems may contain many conjugate pairs, including Fe"+IFe H21H+, and ,1H2O as in a partially aerated
aqueous solution contained within an iron or steel container, with H2 being produced by corrosion, for example.
The Nernst equation is often used incorrectly to calculate the redox potential (or ORP) in complex systems
containing multiple conjugate redox couples; the use of the Nernst equation is possible only if a single conjugate
couple is present, because, only in this case, can the system be in electrochemical equilibrium (if the exchange
current densities are sufficiently high). If more than one conjugate couple is present, the system is not in
equilibrium, and the potential is calculated as a mixed potential (see later). The basis of this issue is easily
appreciated by noting that if two conjugate couples having different equilibrium potentials are present, the couple
that has the most negative equilibrium potential moves in the oxidation direction (RI 01 + n2e), while that with
the most positive equilibrium potential moves in the reduction sense 02 n2e- R2). Accordingly, a local,
internal current flows between the two couples with the partial anodic and cathodic currents being equal, resulting in
a gradual decrease in the concentrations of RI and 02 and to a gradual increase in the concentrations of 01 and R2-

The potential at which the two partial currents are equal is the redox potential. The reader will appreciate that when
multiple conjugate pairs are present in the system, the redox potential becomes a very complex function of the
system composition and that the redox potential is not simply related to the equilibrium potential of any given
conjugate couple.

As the species concentrations change, the equilibrium potentials move towards one another. This can be
confirmed by examining the Nernst equations for each couple at equilibrium as the concentrations of 01, 02, RI,
and R2 change with time, as indicated above. This "fuel cell" effect will continue until the equilibrium potentials
coincide, at which point the system attains a state of global equilibrium. Note, however, that if the environment is
very large compared with the indicator electrode surface area, or if the components are continually renewed, (e.g.,
by being supplied from an external source), both of which are commonly the case in power plant coolant circuits,
the concentrations of the electroactive components are effectively constant and hence so is the redox potential.
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An important "rule of thumb" in analyzing redox: potential data is that the redox potential lies closest to the
equilibrium potential for the "fastest" conjugate pair. This correlation is readily demonstrated mathematically from
mixed potential theory 3,8], but that demonstration is beyond the scope of the present paper. It is sufficient to note
at this juncture that the "speed" of a charge transfer reaction is measured by the exchange current density and the
Tafel constants, with the faster reactions having larger values for these parameters. If the components of one
conjugate pair are at sufficiently high concentration, the redox potential may approximate the equilibrium potential
of that couple. This generalization is illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, at high [H2]1[02] values, the measured redox
potential, as detected by a platinum indicator electrode, approaches the calculated hydrogen equilibrium potential
(Line C). Upon decreasing the [H2]1[02] ratio, the potential is observed to shift sharply in the positive direction as
oxygen exerts an increasingly strong effect over the potential of the electrode. This "sigmoid" dependence of the
potential on the ratio of electroactive species is highly characteristic of redox systems, and this feature strongly
differentiates redox systems from equilibrium systems, where the potential varies linearly with the logarithm of the
ratio of the electroactive species concentrations within a single conjugate system.

CORROSION POTENTIAL

The corrosion potential is a special case of a redox potential, where one of the conjugate reactions involves
the oxidation of the substrate. The corrosion potential, or the "ECP" as it is commonly known in the nuclear power
technology arena, is accounted for by mixed potential theory and can be calculated using mixed potential models
[3,8], provided that the required input parameters are known (see other papers by the author in this conference).
The reader should note that both redox systems and corrosion systems involve irreversible processes, so that
many of the issues discussed above for redox systems also apply to corrosion systems, including the sigmoid
dependence of the potential upon electroactive species concentration (Figure 3 The principal difference between
redox and corrosion systems is the form of the oxidation partial reaction; in the case of a redox system, the reaction
is described by the Butler-Volmer equation, whereas that for a corrosion system is described by either Tafel's
equation for an active system or by the passive current versus voltage for a passive metal (the case for stainless
steel). Because of the importance of the corrosion potential in describing corrosion processes, a more
comprehensive discussion of the origin of the corrosion potential is given below in terms of the mixed potential
model.

MIXED POTENTIAL THEORY

The case that is used to discuss the origin of the corrosion potential within the framework of the Mixed
Potential Model (MPM) 3,8] is the corrosion of Type 304 stainless steel in the primary coolant circuit of a boiling
water reactor. In this particular system, non-equilibrium concentrations of various electroactive species (e',,, H,
OH, 0, H201 H2, H02, H02-, 02-, etc.) are produced by the radiolysis of water in the reactor core. The
concentrations of these species are readily calculated using a radiolysis model 9]. After the concentration of each
radiolysis species is calculated, the corrosion potential of the component can be estimated using a mixed potential
model MPM) 3,8].

The MPM is based on the physical condition that charge conservation must be obeyed in the system.
Because electrochemical reactions transfer charge across a metal/solution interface at rates measured by the
partial currents, the following equation expresses the charge conservation constraint

n

y iR10J (E) + (E = ( 0)
j=1

where Rloj is the partial current density due to the j-th redox couple in the system and icorr is the metal oxidation

(corrosion) current density. These partial currents depend on the potential drop across the metal/solution interface.
By expressing the partial redox currents in terms of the Butler-Volmer equation, which includes thermodynamic,
kinetic, and mass transport effects, with either the Point Defect Model [1 0] for the passive state of the alloy in terms
of an empirically-derived expression for the steady-state current (both have been employed in the MPM), Equation
(10) is readily solved to yield the corrosion potential or the ECP. The author and his colleagues have used the
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MPM extensively to model reactor coolant circuits with respect to the ECP. Some of that work is summarized
below.

M202
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An important point that needs to be emphasized is that the maximum contribution that any given radiolytic
species can make to the ECP is roughly proportional to its concentration 3 Thus, in BWR simulations, the
concentrations of H2, 02, and H202 are calculated to be orders of magnitude greater than any other radiolytic
species and hence only these three need be considered.

The accuracy of the Mixed Potential Model has been evaluated by comparing calculated ECP values for Type
304 SS against measured BWR plant data obtained during a Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC) mini-test at the
Leibstadt BWR in Switzerland [1 1 ]. The plant data were transmitted to the author by Mr. Hans Wolf of Sierra
Nuclear Corp., who retained us to model the reactor chemistry and predict the ECP in a "double blind" manner (i.e.,
we did not have access to the plant ECP data prior to submission of our calculations and Sierra Nuclear did not
have access to our calculations while performing the mini-test). We were, of course, provided with coolant
chemistry, flow velocity, hydrodynamic diameter, and temperature data for the reactor. Additionally, we were
provided the concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen as measured at the monitoring location; these data were used
in calculating the potentials plotted in Figure 4 Excellent agreement was obtained, with the measured and
calculated ECP values for the most part agreeing within the combined uncertainty levels. In the normal water
chemistry case, the measured ECP is slightly higher than the calculated value. This is almost certainly due to the
presence of hydrogen peroxide in the coolant, which was not measured by the personnel conducting the HWC mini-
test. Accordingly, we were unable to input a value for [H202] into the MPM. However, if the calculated values for
[H2], 02], and [H202] obtained from RADIOCHEM 12] are used in the MPM to calculate the ECP, even better
agreement was obtained over the entire hydrogen concentration range.
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Finally, we plot in Figure calculated ECIP data for Type 304 SS components around the primary circuit of
an operating BWR. The ECP data were calculated using DAMAGE-PREDICTOR with plant data (in-core dose
rates, flow velocities, temperature, etc) being supplied by the operator. The two cases shown in Figure 
correspond to normal water chemistry (NWC, left plot) and super" hydrogen water chemistry (HWC, right plot). The
ECP data shown are in excellent agreement with plant data where comparison can be made (e.g., Figure 4 but
comparison can be made at only a few, select points around the coolant circuit (e.g., in an autoclave connected to
the recirculation piping). Accordingly, knowledge of the ECP at points in the circuit that cannot be directly probed
with a suitable reference electrode must be calculated using a viable model. DAMAGE-PREDICTOR and the later
derivatives REMAIN (internal recirculation pumps) and ALERT 13], along with Yeh's derivative DEMACE 14]
(using an alternative radiolysis model, but apparently employing the original MPM and CEFM for estimating the
ECIP and crack growth rate, respectively), are the only models of which the author is aware that enable the
calculation of the ECP and crack growth rate (see below) at closely spaced points around the coolant circuit and
hence that provide the operator with detailed corrosion performance data during operation.
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Figure 5: Predicted corrosion potential (ECP) vs. flow path distance from the bottom of the core for
0 and 12 ppm of hydrogen added to the feedwater of the Leibstadt BWR [ 1.

The NRC has chosen to use the ECP as the standard for assessing whether the coolant circuit of a BWR is
protected against IGSCC. The "protection" potential chosen is 0.23 Vlhl, based upon constant extension rate tests
in an autoclave att 'ached to the coolant circuit of a BWR. However, it is known that the critical potential is a function
of the degree of sensitization of the (stainless) steel and of the conductivity and composition of the coolant, among
other factors [1 5]. In any event, it is the author's opinion that the ECP standard is too conservative and that a more
appropriate standard should be based upon crack growth rate.
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Figure 6 Predicted crack growth rate vs. flow path distance from the bottom of the core for and
1.2 ppm of hydrogen added to the feedwater of the Leibstadt BWR [ 1.

The argument for revising the standard can be seen by examining the calculated ECP in Figure 5. Thus,
under NWC conditions, no component in the coolant circuit satisfies (is more negative than) the 0.23 VSh,
standard, indicating that the entire coolant circuit is susceptible to environment-assisted cracking. Even under
"super" HWC conditions, only a few regions appear to be protected; namely, part of the core bypass, some of the
lower downcomer, some of the recirculation system, and part of the lower plenum. However, damage is caused by
accumulated crack growth, so that the crack growth rate might be a more relevant, as argued elsewhere [ 3. Thus,
it is estimated that a crack growth rate of 5x10_9 cm1s (1.5 mmlyear) could be tolerated in many components, in
which case a much larger region of the primary circuit is "protected". In closing, it is noted that the CGR plotted in
Figure 6 corresponds to that for a "standard" crack of 0.5-cm in depth loaded to K = 25 Wa-vlm. The growth rates
of actual cracks that might be discovered by inspection during outages, for example, are easily calculated over
future operating periods using DAMAGE-PREDICTOR, REMAIN, ALERT (internal recirculation pumps) 13], and
DEMACE 14], so that the accumulation of actual damage can be estimated in "real time".

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP), and other potentials, such as the redox potential, are now
measured in reactor (principally BWR) primary coolant circuits on a routine basis and indeed the NRC has adopted
potential monitoring as an indicator of the propensity of sensitized stainless steel components in the circuits toward
Intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC). However, considerable confusion exists in the nuclear power
community concerning the physico-electrochernical meaning of the various potentials and as to how the potentials
should be measured. This paper presents a brief review of the subject, with emphasis on distinguishing between
the various potentials and critically evaluating the reference electrodes that are currently employed in potential
measurement. The principal findings of this study may be summarized as follows:

1 . The ECP and redox potential are specific examples of mixed potentials and hence their values cannot be
evaluated from equilibrium thermodynamics (the Nernst equation).

2. Distinction must be made between the corrosion potential ("ECP") and the redox potential, because the
former involves electro-dissolution of the substrate whereas the latter does not.

3. The redox potential normally responds more strongly and more rapidly to changes in the redox conditions
(molar ratio of H t 02) than does the corrosion potential.

4. A viable reference electrode must provide a potential that is invariant to changes in the conditions prevailing
in the system, particularly to changes in the redox conditions, or at least must provide a potential whose
dependence upon these conditions is known.
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5. A platinum redox indicator electrode is not a viable reference electrode for monitoring ECP in BWR primary
coolant circuits under either NWC or HWC operating conditions, because of the high sensitivity of the
potential to small changes in the redox conditions.

6. Recombination of hydrogen with oxidizing species in the coolant is not a necessary condition for the
success of hydrogen water chemistry.

7. Both the ECP and redox potential are readily calculated using mixed potential theory, provided that the
concentrations of the principal electroactive species in the system are known and that the thermal hydraulic
properties are defined.
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